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PATIENT PARTICIPATION GROUP MEETING 
 Brimington Medical Centre 

6.30pm on Monday, 8th June 2015  
 

1. Attendance   

  Staff Representation: Gary Rigby (GR) (Practice Manager, Chair), Lesley Smalley (LAS) (minutes)  

Patient Representation: Joanne Longden-Smith (JLS), Chris Allen (CA) Ken Brightmore (KB), 

Glenys Brightmore (GB) Eric Mears (EM), David Knott (DN) 

2. Apologies Carol Knott (CK),  Diane Mears (DM), Leslie Harris (LH), Madeleine Allen (MA),  Patricia Bygate (PB), 
Dennis Wharmby (DW), Dr J Wenham (JW) 

   

3. Minutes of previous meeting held 
2nd March 2015 

Content agreed as a true record 
 

4. Matters arising  

 4.1 TV in waiting Rooms DK summarised the options available for Information TV in waiting rooms, covering 4 different 

systems.  

1. relies on local advertising, 

2. 50% of practice information 50% advertising, 

3. NHS system was very expensive 

Preference was for the option from Noticeboard TV 

4. 3 sections to the screen left, right and strip on bottom, there is a whole library of 

information that could be chosen from and the strip on the bottom can be updated to 

read anything the practice would like to show. 

All of these systems would need a licence. 

GR informed - The GP’s are with this in principle, however, there will be no decision just yet 

due to existing known expense and anticipated reduction in funding. DK advised it was a good 

benefit to patients that do not visit the practice very often to inform them of things like flu, 

pneumonia jabs etc. GR on behalf of the practice and PPG thanked DK for his help and 

assistance provided so far. 
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 4.2 PPG annual report GR has updated the internet with this information. 

 4.3 DNA appointments GR asked if the group had any additional suggestions the practice could consider reducing the 

number of patients who DNA as DNAs are increasing month on month. 

The numbers of appointments missed are put on notice board at both surgeries. DK said he 

would like to see a clearer breakdown of what the 29 hours equates to i.e. how many doctors’ 

appointments. Action GR to review DNA information displayed  

5. Declaration of AOB DK - Vaccination charges 

6.   Extended Opening Houses 
(PG/GR) 

PG asked by email for some idea of what is being asked of the Doctors regarding the surgeries 

being expected to provide a seven day service. It would be interesting to hear it from their 

point of view. GR reported Government wanted Mon – Sat 8 till 8, to achieve this, a practice of 

our size would need additional staff and therefore funding to achieve this. Without this there 

would be a reduction of week day services provided to spread existing services over the extra 

time frame. The practice already pays to provide the 111 out of hour’s service for our patients.  

 

As well as early morning surgeries we have now introduced evening surgeries open until 

7.00pm, they are not on set days. 

7. HMG Closure (GR) Holywell and Barrow Hill closing has had a slight impact on us with new registrations; it has 
been a gradual increase so far. The patients that are coming to us tend to be the regular service 
users. JLS asked if the plan to open the closed practices in future, GR has no knowledge what 
they are going to as this is a matter for the building owners. 

8.  Practice Update The practice is employing another GP, Dr Charlotte Swift as a new salaried GP with Dr Kathryn 
Lucas becoming a partner.  
Primary Care in North Derbyshire are facing funding cuts and the practice needs to be prudent 
to ensure the standards of patient care are maintained.  
There has been significant expenditure over the last year on locum GP’s which we anticipate 
should now reduce.  
KB mentioned nurse practitioners, could we not use them as they would be less expensive, GR 
the practice choice was to go with GPs.  GB and JLS both agreed the surgery was excellent and 
that patients here were very lucky. 
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9. PPG2015/16 Objectives (GR) GR asked for ideas that the group would like to focus on.  It was brought up again that it would 
be constructive to have a younger element in the group. DK has said he had seen another 
practice had typed there meetings minutes more as an essay and had put it in the local paper; 
it was suggested we could do this and also have a Facebook page as a way of getting 
information to the younger member of the practice. 
Action GR to encourage younger patients to the group 

10. Chesterfield Locality Patient 
Participation Network Group (GR) 

Information circulated to the group 

11 Any Other Business DK stated that in NHS choices a Cholera vaccine was advertised as free when we charge £60.00.  

It would appear other practices charge for the same vaccine but the prices vary.  GR stated that 

we were looking into our charges at the moment and will include this. 

12 Next Meeting  
 

6.30pm Monday 7th September 2015, Brimington Medical Centre 

 


